The complete nucleotide sequences of three human echovirus (EV) 11 strains and one EV19 strain, all of which caused outbreaks of enterovirus uveitis (EU), a new infant disease first identified in 1980 in Siberia, were determined. One EV11 strain which caused an outbreak of sepsis-like disease in Hungary was also sequenced. All four EV11 strains were mosaic recombinants of the prototype EV11 strain Gregory, with their non-structural coding regions and 59 NTRs being more similar to other prototype enteroviruses (EV1, EV9). However, this finding is probably a feature of all circulating enterovirus strains and may not be related to their altered virulence. A full genome sequence comparison of the three subtypes of EU-causing strains excludes the role of recent recombination in their emergence, and points to their independent emergence.
INTRODUCTION
Enteroviruses are small, non-enveloped viruses with an approximately 7?5 kb RNA genome of positive polarity. The genome consists of a large 59 NTR (about 750 bases), a single ORF encoding a co-translationally cleaved polyprotein, and a small 39 NTR (between 70 and 100 bases). The polyprotein gene encodes four structural proteins, VP4, VP2, VP3 and VP1, and seven non-structural proteins (2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D) (Racaniello, 2001 ).
Enteroviruses cause a wide range of diseases, ranging from poliomyelitis, myocarditis and sepsis-like disease of newborns to mild common cold-like conditions (Pallansch & Roos, 2001) . Most enterovirus infections are subclinical, with only a small fraction of cases accompanied by clinical signs, and even fewer causing severe disease. The role of non-polio enteroviruses in human pathology has been recognized only in recent decades, and many aspects of their biology are not yet completely understood (Muir et al., 1998 ).
An important feature of enteroviruses is their high mutation rate (Ward & Flanegan, 1992) , which may account for their remarkable genetic variation. Enteroviruses also show a high rate of recombination, studied extensively in poliovirus (reviewed by Agol, 2002) . Recombination has also probably occurred in the phylogenetic history of nonpolio enteroviruses (Santti et al., 1999) , and a few studies have demonstrated recombination in circulating enteroviruses (Andersson et al., 2002; Oprisan et al., 2002; Santti et al., 2000) . Our previous results from uveitis-causing enteroviruses (Lukashev et al., 2003b) suggested recombination in the non-structural protein-coding region, and was studied further here.
Enterovirus uveitis (EU), reviewed in more detail by (Lukashev et al., 2002) , is a new severe eye disease in infants first identified in 1980. Five outbreaks of enterovirus infection with uveitis, caused by human echovirus 11 (EV11) and human echovirus 19 (EV19) variants, were registered in Russia in the 1980s, in different regions of Siberia (Table 1) . Importantly, EV11/B group uveitis-causing strains were found to be serologically, pathogenetically (Lashkevich et al., 1996) and phylogenetically (Lukashev et al., 2003b) very close to EV11 strains isolated from infants with multisystem haemorrhagic (sepsis-like) disease.
The first three outbreaks of EU came as recurrences within the same area (Krasnoyarsk city and region, Siberia) in 1980-1981, 1982 and 1986 . Clinical symptoms of the disease in infants and pathogenic properties of the isolated strains in primates were almost identical, although the isolates belonged to three distinct subtypes of EV19 and EV11 (Lukashev et al., 2002) . Full genome sequencing of representative strains from four outbreaks of EU was performed to find if distinct subtypes of the EU-causing strains have emerged independently from each other three times.
METHODS
Viruses. The enterovirus strains used in this work are listed in Table 1 . Most strains underwent four to eight passages in RD
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(human rhabdomyosarcoma) cells before being used for the study. Only one representative strain from each outbreak was used for this work, since previously it has been shown that multiple strains from each outbreak are almost identical (98?5-100 % nucleotide sequence identity) to each other (Lukashev et al., 2002) . Strain Dor/89 from the fifth outbreak of EU was not sequenced because in the three coding regions studied previously it was similar to strain Kar/87 (Lukashev et al., 2003b) .
RNA isolation and sequencing. RNA isolation and sequencing were done generally as described previously (Lukashev et al., 2003b) . Overlapping genome fragments between 600 and 1600 nucleotides in length were amplified by PCR using Taq polymerase. Twenty terminal nucleotides at both ends of the genome were not sequenced, because they are conserved in enteroviruses and were thus of little interest for the current study. The primers used are listed in Table 2 . All nucleotide positions are given relative to the EV11 Gregory genome (Dahllund et al., 1995) . PCR products were sequenced in two directions either directly with PCR primers, or cloned into pSTBlue1 plasmid (Perfectly Blunt kit, Novagen) and sequenced with plasmid primers; this was because direct sequencing of PCR products using highly degenerative primers was not always possible.
Sequence analysis. The resulting DNA sequence fragments were checked manually and assembled into full genomes. The resulting sequences were aligned by ClustalX software (Thompson et al., 1997) with the available full genome sequences of prototype enterovirus strains: EV1 (AF029859), EV5 (AF083069) (Lindberg et al., 1999) , EV6 (U16283) (Gratsch & Righthand, 1994) , EV7 (AY036579), EV9 (X92886) (Zimmermann et al., 1996) , EV11 (X80059) (Dahllund et al., 1995) , EV18 (AF317694) (Andersson et al., 2002) , EV30 (AF311938), CBV1 (M16560) (Iizuka et al., 1987) , CBV2 (AF081485), CBV3 (M33854) (Klump et al., 1990) , CBV4 (X05690) (Jenkins et al., 1987) , CBV5 (X67706) (Zhang et al., 1993) , CBV6 (AF105342) (Martino et al., 1999) and CAV9 (D00627) (Chang et al., 1989) . The gap opening value was set to 100 and the gap elongation value to 10, because lower default settings yielded unsatisfactory results. Alignments were corrected manually, where necessary, to match the ORF. Resulting alignments were analysed using SimPlot software version 2.5 (sray.med.som.jhmi.edu/RaySoft/SimPlot/). Bootscan analysis (Salminen et al., 1995) was run with a neighbour-joining (NJ) tree algorithm, maximum-likelihood distance model and 100 pseudoreplicates. The FindSites feature (Robertson et al., 1995) implemented in SimPlot was used to track down recombination sites more precisely.
Test strains were also studied for possible gene conversion events using Sawyer's runs test (Sawyer, 1989) as implemented in the GENECONV 1.81 software (www.math.wustl.edu/~sawyer/geneconv/).
Phylogenetic trees were created with either the DNAML module of the PHYLIP package (maximum-likelihood algorithm) (Felsenstein, 1989) , or with ClustalX (NJ tree algorithm, Kimura evolution model) using the 'exclude positions with gaps' and 'correct for multiple substitutions' options. Only NJ trees are presented here, as those built using both algorithms displayed only minor differences.
RESULTS
Alignment of the five full genome sequences of the echoviruses studied (Table 1 ) and 15 enterovirus genome sequences from GenBank was analysed with the SimPlot software. The work was complicated by the high mutation rate of enteroviruses, which quickly adds noise to phylogenetic data. Thus, the described putative recombination sites were rather approximate, and no attempts have been made to analyse possible secondary structure or specific RNA sequences on these sites. A window size of 1000 nucleotides and a 20-nucleotide step size was used to reduce noise in similarity plots and bootscan graphs. Strains from the first three outbreaks of EU, which belong to different sero-and genotypes (Lukashev et al., 2002) , K452/81 (EV19/K), MorM/82 (EV11/A) and Kust/86 (EV11/B), did not share any common coding regions. The similarity of the genome fragments of these EU isolates to each other did not exceed significantly, or was lower than, their similarity to different prototype EV strains (Fig. 1a-c) , when compared by SimPlot. No regions of elevated similarity between strains from the first three outbreaks could be found even when SimPlot was tried with a window size of 200 nucleotides (data not shown). Bootscanning of each of the studied strains with other strains of the alignment also did not reveal any regions of elevated similarity between the EU-causing strains from the first three outbreaks (data not shown). However, strains Kust/86, Kar/87 and Hun/90, which belong to the same genotype and serological subtype EV11/B (Lukashev et al., 2002) , clearly had a common 59 half of genome (approximately as far as nucleotide 3500). This can be clearly seen on similarity plots (Fig. 1c-e) , where the similarity of the 59 genome halves of these strains to each other is over 94 % (>96?3 % for the very variable VP1 region). However, the similarity of the 39 Lukashev et al., 2002 Lukashev et al., , 2003b . DThis strain was not sequenced here because, in three coding regions, it was very close to strain Kar/87 (Lukashev et al., 2003b) . dMultisystem haemorrhagic disease (sepsis-like disease) of newborns.
halves abruptly changes to below 85 % around nucleotide 3500 (e.g. <83?9 % for the usually conserved 2C region).
The same alignment was used to compare the four EV11 strains sequenced here (MorM/82, Kust/86, Kar/87 and Hun/90) with the prototype EV11 Gregory and other prototype enteroviruses using bootscanning analysis. An informative sites approach (FindSites feature of SimPlot) was used to identify recombination positions more precisely. The EV19 strain K452/81 was not analysed in detail, as the sequence of the prototype EV19 strain Burke was not available.
All four EV11 strains studied were mosaic compared to the prototype EV11 Gregory (Fig. 1f-k) . Strain MorM/82 had a 59 NTR that was approximately equally distant from the enteroviruses used for comparison and the structural protein region (VP4-2A, between nucleotides 840 and 3470) was most similar to the prototype. Most of the nonstructural protein (NSP) coding region (between nucleotides 4500 and 6920) of this strain showed more similarity to EV9, and the 39 end of the genome was more similar to EV1 than to any other prototype echovirus strain used for comparison (Fig. 1f) . In addition, strain Kust/86 was more similar to the prototype EV11 only in the structural (Dahllund et al., 1995) . DThese oligonucleotides were used to amplify fragments of the EV19 strain K452/81 genome because primers originally designed to amplify all strains studied failed with this EV19 strain. F, forward primer; R, reverse primer.
protein-coding region (between nucleotides 770 and 3540). The 59 NTR of this strain was more similar to EV9, and almost the entire NSP region starting from nucleotide 4050 was more similar to EV1 (Fig. 1g) . Strains Kar/87 and Hun/90, similar in their 59 genome halves to strain Kust/86 (see above), were also similar to EV11 only in the structural protein region (between nucleotides 750 and 3480) and to EV9 in the 59 NTR. In most of the NSP region (between nucleotides 4150 and 6900), however, both these strains had more similarity to EV9, and only the 39-terminal 500 nucleotides of their genomes were more similar to EV1 (Fig. 1 h-k) . According to analysis of the informative sites, strains Kust/86 and Kar/87 had the first 3720 nucleotides of their genomes in common, while strains Kust/86 and Hun/90 had the first 4045 nucleotides in common, and strains Kar/87 and Hun/90 shared the first 3745 nucleotides of the genome.
In order to make an additional check for possible recombination events in the phylogenetic history of the studied strains, we used Sawyer's runs test (GENECONV software). All tests were run with a minimum mismatch penalty (/g1 option) to account for the high mutation rate of enteroviruses. First, we limited the search for gene conversion events only to the four EU-causing strains. The only fragment that underwent gene conversion was found between EV11/B subserotype strains Kust/86 and Kar/87 (between nucleotides 50 and 3727), which is well in accordance with bootscanning/informative sites results. Subsequently, all 20 sequences of the alignment were examined and 116 reliable gene conversions were found. The three most reliable ones were between strains Kust/86, Kar/87 and Hun/90, including 59 halves of the genomes (up to nucleotides 3667 to 3709), while others involved all possible combinations of prototype and studied strains.
These gene conversions were observed only in the 59 NTR or in the NSP region (2C-3D), never in the capsid region.
To further illustrate the mosaic structure of the strains studied, we have built phylogenetic trees for the 59 NTR, VP2-VP3-VP1, 2C-3ABC-3D (to nucleotide 6900) and nucleotide 7000 to 39 NTR coding regions, selected in order to stay within areas not affected by recombination (Fig. 2) . As could be predicted from bootscan graphs, all four EV11 study strains grouped with the prototype EV11 Gregory only in the structural protein-coding region (Fig. 2b) . On the tree for the 59 NTR EV11 strains K452/81, Kust/86, Kar/87 and Hun/90 grouped with EV9, while strain MorM/ 82 did not group reliably with any prototype EV strain used for comparison (Fig. 2a) . On the trees for both the NSP region (2C-3ABC) and the 39-terminal 450 nucleotides, all EV11 strains studied grouped together with EV9 and EV1 with very reliable bootstrap values, most strains having sequences closer to EV9 in the NSP region and to EV1 in the 39-terminal region (Fig. 2 c, d ).
DISCUSSION
The similarity plots, and especially the bootscan graphs ( Fig. 1) , of the four EV11 strains studied showed similarities in their mosaic structure when compared to the prototype enteroviruses. Only the capsid-encoding region of the four EV11 strains sequenced here is closely related to the prototype EV11. Although the prototype EV19 strain Burke has not yet been sequenced, the same mosaic structure can be suggested for the EV19 strain K452/81, based on phylogenetic trees for different parts of the genome (Fig. 2) . These findings clearly imply that recombination between enteroviruses of different serotypes played a role in the evolution of the strains studied. However, we consider this recombination to be a common trend in circulating enteroviruses, rather than the reason for the elevated virulence of the strains studied. Results of gene conversion analysis also point to ubiquitous recombination in enteroviruses. Our finding of a mosaic genome structure in all the strains studied is in accordance with reports on the mosaic structure of some prototype enteroviruses (see Introduction) and recent reports on recombination in circulating enteroviruses (Lindberg et al., 2003; Oprisan et al., 2002) . Moreover, our most recent results demonstrated that most of enterovirus B strains of different serotypes isolated in late 1990s, are recombinants when compared to their prototype strains, and ubiquitous recombination is rather not a phenomenon but a modus vivendi of enteroviruses (Lukashev et al., 2003a) . Our findings differ from those reported for the circulating EV7 strain, which was found to be a direct descendant of the prototype EV7 (Chua et al., 2001 ).
The comparison of Kust/86, Kar/87 and Hun/90 strains, which belong to the same EV11/B subtype, clearly demonstrates recent recombination events that replaced the 39 part (from nucleotide 3745 or 4095) of the genome of Kust/86 strain (or its close ancestor) with regions from some other enterovirus strains (Fig. 1c-e) . This recombination did not significantly alter the pathogenetic properties of these strains for monkeys (Koroleva et al., 1998; Lashkevich et al., 1996) (Koroleva G. A., unpublished) . Thus three viruses, which were very similar clinically, serologically and experimentally and were previously considered to belong to the same subtype, have only the 59 half of genome in common. The 59 halves of the genomes of these strains are very close to each other (over 96?3 % nucleotide sequence similarity in VP1 region). Judging from the reported estimates of evolution rate of other enteroviruses Takeda et al., 1994) , the recombination that resulted in the Kar/87 and Hun/90 strains probably occurred only a few years before their isolation. Putative locations of these recombination events suggest that strain Hun/90 is not a descendant of strain Kar/87, as it shares a larger region with strain Kust/86 than with Kar/87. Thus, the study of full genome sequences revealed additional phylogenetic information, which could not result simply from phylogenetic trees of single regions of the genome.
Our study revealed no genome regions of elevated similarity or gene conversion events between the representatives of the three sero-and genotypes of the EU-causing strains. Therefore, genetic determinants of ophthalmotropism have not been transferred by recombination from one subtype to another, but have either pre-existed in all the strains studied or have emerged three times in Krasnoyarsk in 1980 Krasnoyarsk in , 1982 Krasnoyarsk in and 1986 A general conclusion that follows from our results is that all enterovirus typing and classification approaches based on the serotype, determined either serologically or by capsid proteins sequencing , provide information about merely one-third of the viral genome. It seems that we know very little about the genetics of circulating enteroviruses, and we would not learn much more by routinely sequencing a single coding region for phylogenetic studies.
